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PREFACE 

has IK KÄ-^-«N the twentieth century 
impressive development ofm^eL^ZT '", ^^ acc•P*nied by an 
extent as a resulfof this gr•*m Ì^^^T"^ Withand tos°• 
recognition from government JencTes ¿K2 J   •m haS achieved Passional 

The primary advantages of management consulting are- 

ÄÄrjSÄt^^    *-d - * M* 
The application of this knowledge to management problems; 
The use of the objective, scientific approach; and 

SA-"- CthÌCS and the m *^ of «*•*« of the experienced 

technique, and the la•,UnSk *°d°* ¿"f• T, ^gRCed man^ment 
occurs, industrial products^yi^H^L^t^u deve,0Pme"^ When this 
production slacken and com risTan^tf'r,^,Vechan,Cteri8tics;sa,esmay d">p, 
required. S "*' and new P^"6^ "»ay not be developed when 

the ïfâuiïïï ttm&^r**• « often unaware of 
effective solutions. UNIDO hasTmtl ! ^ bUt Unab,e to devel°P 
responsible manager m detag DLZ^T' t**• **"* ÍO *"** th« 
action. The UNIDO JmmSL^^SL ***** • approPriate cou• of 
illustrations of theTalue of ^ P W mana8emcnt with direct and tangible 
industrial ¿rob, ms^udÄ aS •ikd t0 "«! 
»ctor, such tech,,iques can iften untovlT n if ' ?e" aPP,ied t0 » industrial 
»ector and assist in thedStaSTrfae^\°fPcJfo"nanceof the over-all 
expandon. «opment of a stable base for controlled industrial 
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BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION 
OF THE MEETING 

LaJVn^f Uf5.m,üPmem A 
COmpetenl m"""*«*nl ^'"ng rezurces in Latin America, UNIDO sponsored an international meeting on this subject in 

Santiago Chile, 5 9 July 1971. Meetings were held in the conference roonm'f tie 
Economie Commission for Latin America. 

The meeting was a continuation of a programme initiated by the United Nations 

aft ust1Ä,• ^?ta New York in ,%6 and c" *y "ÄS5 attents inception in l%7. A similar meeting was held in Tokyo in 1 %9 
The precise objective of the Santiago meeting was the preparation of a 

composite and timely plan for the growth and improvement" "^^»4 
consultancy ,n Latin America. Such a plan would involve consideraTrTS 
profesMonal industrial, business and legal aspects of establishing guidelines and 
pobcm for the development of management consultant resources to suit the needs of 
Latin American business and industry. To bring such a composite plan to fruition it 
*ould be necessary to create in the foreseeable future a system of management 
consultancy that is commercially sound and financially self-sustaining. Proposal" fo 
such a system, discussed in the meeting, appear in chapter 2 of this report ' 
tn th?L /Saf°,me,etin8 com^Kd the ^Plication of the management approach 
to the industrial development of an entire subcontinent. The results of the meeting 

«Lm^r ..? T0'13"1 Step f0rWard in Pfovidin8 a«endes uf industry and 
Thn^r Wf effeCtlVe meanS f0r the aPP»"^n oí constantly changing technologies and management innovations to Latin American problems 

Organization of the meeting 

In preparation for the meeting, UNIDO selected a team of twelve international 
consultants to: 

Review previous accomplishments; 

Survey the problems of management consulting in Latin America; 

ChlliÜ" A*•*".! 
IO ^'J"**« meeting, a Congress of Consulting I ngineer* organized by the 

ChHean Association of hngineers, was held in Chile in October 1971   The data on consult na 

¿ZESÏUÏÏJSSrare av",8b,e to support fu"he< -«^ «• -Mp ^SÏS! 
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Synthesize  und evalúale  releva,,,  a„d tB.dibk, ,|,crllullvc , 
resolution of Illese problems; and <-»i«.cpis lor the 

Provide a technologically feasible and ecmmmicailv viable plan fur effective 

development of management consultLv ¡n TJ?-    A th<*»ghts on the 

it. own conclus oí and »ÏSSÏZta Z° wT^' PrcSented and rea"hin« 
and, as in the vknSJZTTm^t ^ •m Were est*b«»hed, 
»»igned for each working gZp Í^ASLa?T "í raPPOrtCUr Werc 

given in annex 3. P he membersh»P of each working group is 

of tht•*tt recommendations 
the proceedings. S conduEs là ~     * T01?0•^ tato the summary of 
of this report. conc,us'ons «id recommendations are contained in chapter 2 

Mr. Lubor Karlik, UNIDO Industrial rvwinm«».,» rar the meeting. "nousinai Development Officer, served as director of 

The list of participants is attached as annex 2. 

2 

the views of the secretariat of UNIDO *"d P"rticiP«»<s and do not necear« yTefkct 



Chapter 2 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The major conclusions reached by the group were as follows: 

Sbeta IclootLtT^T1 teínÍqUeS is extreme,y imP°«•< i» the 
America deVC,0pment 0f pub,,c md P•** ««tor organizations in Latin 

Management consulting in Latin America is not at present sufficient^ wit 

AiSTÏniÎ tniu^f? UtÍUZatÍOn 0f """•"»« con»uI^t» i« Latin nZ^t «""Ito!! «rms accept contracts abroad and a substantial number of consultants migrate from Latin America. »uostantial 

h kthlifn^- C0nOm,C' ï*181 "ld industrial *wtapment of Latin Amerki t is therefore imperative that the use of advanced management techniau!« ¿ 

ÄZ^TTT^J** caP«b««y be materially improved both oualitatively and quantitatively, and generally expanded in scope 

^wonntiltlTeffective Latin Americancon8u,tin* «P*"ty. *e 
toôr^t 2 intcrn?tK>nal m

k
anaien,ent insulting specialists should be enMsted 

ÄSÄ•the dcve,opment of -m«*• •*•" *-*- 
TThe development of management consultancy in Latin America is a desirable 
field for sponsorship by UNIDO, which could be useful in devetopL ««bask 
organizational structure and associated procedure, for Us ZSSS^ 
^sorship by the United Nations wul be required only during the initial 
development phase and should continue only «Tntti the «suiting c«^lïancy 
becomes economically self-sufficient. •«n consuiiancy 

Recommendations 

«dJínirST"^^ UNID0 Sp0n,Or the mM ^etopment of an effective «wyenous Latin American management consulting capability, for which the 
conferee, proposed a baric organizational structure and procSdures'as «dJÄfc? 
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Ort>ani¿ütion 

The United Nations should nominate a work.ng commission to initiate the 
working pohe.es and programme for the development of an improved La in 
American consultancy. The commission should enlist the co-operation of various 
•nternat.onal agencies and of reliant national agencies in Latin America 

The concussion should establish a diagnostic consulting operation under the 
general d.rect.on of a consultant appointed by UNIDO. The directorshoïkI be n 
mdmdual of world renown, one who is thoroughly familiar witZH^oT t 

Zhi A°t ard the SyStemS aj,pr0ach to the so,u^ "Complex management problems, and who has earned a reputation for getting things done mandgemcnt 

A technical staff, reporting to the director, would consist of a small groun of 
competent professional consultants and educators, comprising LptXmZ 01 
regional Latin American consulting organizations; potential Latin "^«1 

Sä 
boûnit

pedbt and rvate ~tor>: Latin Amcrican «*«•Ä 
oí^iL£hln'JU^^ ,ASÍan etC ): and ^^onai consulting 

m,JZràtU
M L° híS n0rTal Staff duties< » «*»ed by the director each staff 

StSSto one or -* *" ¿b—-ä 

rssr ,tr*committee ^«¡ XÎ5Ïr^sss the staff members on several committees. ot 

Procedure 

follow,? ÜPera'ÍOnid PrUCedUre* "n<l func,ion> of «" •—••tai *ould be . 

Problem definition 

Survey and identification of the basic goals, objectives and nolki« f«r tk» 
development of an improved Latin American consuh^ 

STfaStel "w íhteTdHdata,bank (,DBi f0r CO,lcction "* co«a«°« * *" udia   associated   with   the  development   of an  effective   Latin   Am-•a„ 

«Tv •\S>nk ,h0Uld h COm|",e<, to •*-* AS 

S?ä t=rr -äST art? s 
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Survey and prepare a roster of Utin American consulta* lS. indicatimi their 
specalt.es. The roster data should be collated and introdu ed .ni an iZratd 
data bank as part of the over-all programme »"tgraied 

Synthesis of solutions 

Conduct design and feasibility analyses of alternative methods to satisfy the 
ÄünCy requirements- ^ fea8«y analyses should M teXkï 

topaie a register of Latin American consultants, based upon the rotter 

cTnVX8LPrePrd' % °ider t0 faCÜitate the ^«^ntTanlveS 
^ÏÏ^SS3T.  desired-For this putpoK the conw,t»«*» ****»« would be classifted into various categories based on their respective cafXeY 

maì) cta
dhC¿Í8nní°r \dyTí Mana*5ment Consultancy Informati«» %»*„, 

(MUS) capable of automated computer opération for the aftaty* «d 
evaluation of Utin American managenient ccmsultiiig pioWtmt     ^^ 

Evaluation 

Conduct an evaluation of the consequences (benefits and penaüfc.) a-ociated 
with each of the alternative solutions considered. ^ ***** 

Test feasible and economically viable solutions by applying them to consultant 
problems in tho* countries where the loci cmih^^^y l^^. 

Select and recommend the preferred consultancy solution to UNIDO for 
subsequent implementation. 

!freSrnr¿mp,Cmen,tatÍ°n P,af f0r thc preferred soltttion- »<*«««• dtft»ttton of the programme elements, the schedule for development and operation 3 
he aaaoctatedI cost, The plan should ^ provide TmteSZ Z^¿t 

Constraints 

«»Li i Í, .T    *" the* (mon tat0 acco»n* «** •*• thtm their due weüht A 
partial, but by no means aWnclusive, lût of these conKiXs?^» JJ»L; 

Cultural affinity (Andean region, Atlantic region etc.); 
Size and type of operations affected; 

S-f^)?1*   °f COn8UltÍn8   flnm  iiN^m^   °Ptta~m  ******* 
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Environmental conditions, including inflation; 

Education   of   consultants   and   clients,   including   the   possibility   of   an 
inter-American graduate university; 

Emotional factors and lot al  • juhanties; 

Characteristics and dimensions of potential markets for consulting services in 
both the »rivatc aid public s.   tois; 

National sent: ncul; 

An :.warene«s that logic  is  controlled by ethics and  that ethics form the 
tu;   ¿mental reference frame for other value systems; 

Prot «ems c» ated by language b.    lers; 

Seminars and work lops to disseminate information and knowledge their 
potential and limitations, prese t and future; 

"••f distinction to be drawn between managerial factors (which are by definition 
.sal and thus transferable) and non-managerial factors (which ate more 

i.   .nately related to a particular cultural environment); 

Level and quality of existing educational facilities; 

The effective use of academic and non-academic teachers (i.e. professional 
teachers with or without practical experience and professional umnmn with or 
withou teaching experience), and the extent to which the two may be blended 
successfully in the development of execute ,e and consulting talent; 

Legal problems, particularly as these may be related to the movement of exports 
from one country to the other, and as they relate to international trade and to 
the problems of multinational companies; 

Tax problems, including those relating to the legal problems noted above; 

The fact that in some countries there appears to be a surplus of manaaemefit 

¡HEWS 7hiteJl rv^*ppeare to * ÄÄ3 ,    ^^»««»y of the less advantaged country may be more advanced in other 

Operational implementation 

fs= ASïïAS.3 SäHS 
long-range and short-range tasks as shown below: ** ^ °f 
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Start-range tasks 

Foster development of manage- 
ment consultant capabilities 

Diagnostic activities 
Management consultant pool 
Education of clients 

Long-range tasks 

Foster management education 
Productivity centres 
Consultant associations 
Universities 
Development centres 

Documentation 

Documentation on all aspects of the development and operation«! program.• 
should be prepared in order to provide a record of the total programme development 
and operation, and to provide a method for recommending the succeeding stew in 
progressive system growth. m    ^ 
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DISCUSSION 

i he apuli ol' discussions as set out m this chapter combines the views expressed 
in the working groups and in the plenary- sessions. The order of discussion followed 
the substance of the papers as each was presented by its author. (Annex I lists the 
papers and their authors.) 

The development of professionals for management consultancy 

In discussing the basic development of professional management, the consultants 
noted the complexity of educational problems in South America and called attention 
to the traditional tendency to teach facts instead of improving analytical abilities 
They noted also the tendency to give importance to political factors and public 
relations as factors in economic success, rather than purely teahnical proficiency. 

There ts a distinct difference between the mere desire for economic growth and 
the effective will to take required measures. The traditional approach of solving 
development problems through concentration of capital investment is doomed to 
failure, for if the conventional management techniques are concerned primarily with 
the symptoms rather than with the basic problems, no amount of investment will 
accomplish the desired objective. Hence the importance of management consultants 
capable ot focusing on the basic problems and approaching them objectively. 

Fundamentals of management are universal and are applicable equally to 
corporate management and management consulting. Since training for management 
must be both theoretical and practical, both academic institutions and industrial 
concerns must be involved. Training ,n foreign countries is desirable, and graduate 
schools ot business administration arc becoming more and more involved in 
education. Imphasis should be on problem-solving and decision-making, on training 
generalists rather than specialists The case method, combining practice and S 

rftlTn^îiw    f IK "T"in PrWidingStudents with the o*"-»" vtaafcittaa of the multip,e facets of broad complex problems. 

Universities and consultants 

AfïJï ^"T1. sch°o1 in a "»diversity setting is in an enviable, although 
difficult position. It ,s essential that its faculty maintain liaison Imkafei withS 
(al faculty m other disciplines within the university and with (bTnS!*md 
practitioners wherever they may be engaged  in industry, ^TJJ Tu^l 
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consultants. This necessary liaison m;iy be achieved through a variety of means 
seminars involving both professors and practising consultants and'executives 
professional leaves for professors to work on consulting and/or research assignments 
in industry; and leaves for consultants and executives to spend some periods of time 
as consultants or cxecutives-in-residcnce in university professional schools ICE 
business and engineering). ë' 

For example, at the University of Washington, graduate students are given 
opportunities to work as junior consultants in industry, and some faculty members 
work in advisory capacities with industries on a continuous basis. By maintaining 
such links with the university, industry provides, in effect, laboratories for 
management. The establishment of university advisory boards composed of industrial 
leaders can also be effective in linking industry and the university. Moreover 
executrves-in-residence can and are invited to participate in school activities. 

Schools of business administration are an important source of management 
consultants, and it would be desirable to establish such professional schools in 
developing countries. Graduate schools are generally regarded as more efficient in 
producing effective consultants and represent a reservoir of potential consultants 
capable of a high degree of co-operation with the universities. 

Regarding the nature of the classroom-industry combination, the University of 
Washington experience indicates that a multidisciplinary team approach is required 
Involvement of the faculty in guiding the graduate students is generally desirable 
where the results must be documented; and sufficient time must be provided ( usually 
two to three months) for the faculty to become acquainted with the technical 
terminology of the problem. Concerning the procedural problems of university- 
industry co-operation, the group noted that adequate protective mechanisms must be 
established to ensure that the university teaching duties are not neglected, while at 
the same time industry obtains the desired benefits from the university. In this 
connexion, it was noted that many younger faculty members with rather limited 
qualifications seek part-time assignments as consultants to industry. There was 
general agreement on the desirability of using industry as a laboratory for schools of 
business administration, since real-life cases are vastly superior to hypothetical 
classroom cases in the development of management and management-consultine 
proficiency. 

Education for effective management to meet immediate 
needs of economic development 

The benefits of modem science and technology are easily lost, natural resources 
are wasted, and capital is underutilized if administrative procedures are not 
perfected. Case studies indicate that the transfer of science and technology is most 
rapidly achieved by scientists with entrepreneurial instincts. Managers have to be 
scientifically motivated and trained in finance and administrative procedures if 
scientific and technological advances are to result in increases in per capita income, 
which is the ultimate measure of economic progress. 

Mathematics, procedures, and psychology are the three basic dimensions of the 
process of economic development, of the management process as a whole, of 
planning, budgeting and control, and of the curriculum here suggested. It is possible 
to change attitudes towards economic endeavours through curriculum design, but the 
foundation of the entire curriculum is its business-administrative content. 
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The problem of economie development is essentially behavioural. Planning, 
budgeting and control ;-re contrai to management as are also the mathematical and 
technological content of management training and the related productivity of labour. 

Introduction of new technology is important for economic progress. For this, 
the co-operation of industry with the universities is essential. The proposed training 
programme  is divided, therefore, into general and problem-oriented parts. Each 
student is expected to define a real-life problem, solve it and implement the solution. 
Through the participation of the university in the production process of a developing 
country, it is possible for the country to create technological solutions well suited to 
its needs. What are the tasks involved in such co-operation? First, it is necessary to 
define   precisely  the   programme suitable  for a  particular stage of economic 
development in a particular country, the sequence of courses and their content 
Second, it is necessary to write management texts, for the major fields of economic 
development. Lack of textbooks has been a serious handicap in most management 
programmes. Third, it is necessary to train faculties, providing them with the 
practical experience required for university-industry co-operation. And fourth it is 
necessary to awaken industry's interest and willingness to co-operate with the 
universities, not only nominally but also in substance. 

During the initial stages of economic development, homespun management 
consulting should be advanced on campuses of universities. At a later stage 
management consulting in the form of university-industry co-operation is essential 
for the acquisition of new technologies for production as well as for advances in 
administration. 

Diagnostic management consulting 

The rapid technological advances of the past two decades and correspondu« 
organizational changes in industry have compelled management to rely more heavily 
on the expert knowledge of consultants. Management consulting has been recognized 
as a problem-solving profession that can quickly execute assignments and submiUo 
management either a set of alternatives or the most feasible solution. The advantages 
of management consulting are acknowledged mainly to be the immediate avaUabflity 
of specialized skills and the consultant's objective approach to the problems as weU 
as his accumulation of experience. 

nrnfl!!!/ TK"' 
for ,accePtanf °f management consulting have been compeUing and 

profound The evolution of technology and the complementary evolution of 
orgamzational structures based on a division of labour and socialization of Eon 

h^ï^J'^*%ir9^ COmpleX prob,ems- Difïîculttes aro*. however, in the co-ordination of the various functions. Complex organizations like 

rhou
etXthaCh,neS^SUffe,r frr COmp,ex prob,ems< which can "o lo5ÏÏSSd without the co-ordinated efforts of specialists. The more complex the problem the 

Zllï ieXP!rt,Se reqUired- Since exPertise ^P'*8 *o n^ower specialization 
the remedial actions required larger team, of experts. The need for s^cSion 

ooSfo6 ran8e i"0 dept1°f kBwb*B °f ^ individ^   » £Z ta£¡ 
Sfûît^JTîS^11 ' V" care üf the entire cyc,e °f functions from *Ä 
Ä d"s ribu^dT" 0r eVen f imP|ement"«°n of a project. The vlrious lasKs naa to be distributed to various professions or experts 

The trend towards increasing specialization gave rise in time to a new problem 

*J£%F° t0Wer -°i Baber EaCh eXpSrt tended * vi^tío^A m terms of lus own specialization and gave disproportionate weight to his funrfioT 
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As a result, the co-ordinating function emerged as increasingly important calling for 
management to supervise the specialized functions of various disciplines and 
co-ordinate them through a team approach. P 

The role of management consultancy has inc.eased proportionately with the 
development of organization structures. The division of labour and the specialization 
of functions ha. resulted in a complex relationship which has had to be integrated 
into a v,able and synchronized whole. Management consultants have had to 
command expert knowledge so that through objectivity and instant availability of 

reXirLSgo0r reShaPe and maintai" the «*"- ^ «o 
A  new  relationship  between   the client and consultant   is now emerging 

whLTtl C.T'8eTlrCÜnSUltÍi;g" iS the neW,y def,ned ro,e uf the «»«ItJS Si which the chants needs for consulting assistance arc established by making a routine 
heck eyen before serious problems arise. The objective assessment makes it possible 

to select consultants who are best qualified to resolve the specific problem. This type 
of diagnos »c work requires a high level of professional skUbfrom many disc pi n   in 
order to establish positively the scope and requirements of the consulting wo k Such 
consult«* semces evaluate and tie together the resources neededTntfet"ne 
demand in a co-ordinated and well-integrated fashion through the consolidation of 
resources which are often scattered among numerous smaller firms. 

The cross-transfer of management skills and know-how 

The discussion centred on a long-range study which had been nude by one of 
the consultants on the relationship of knowledge and the ability to adapt at 
influencing the manager's decision-making capability. The study considerT the 
consultant s problems in being effective in the context of various cultures, "culture" 

ÜLiSü TK MVI*?! bolh the total cu,turc <ideas« haWts> Mkh etc.) and the 
mdhridual aspects of elemental cultures. The closer the new culture is to the native 
culture of the consultant the easier it is for the consultant to be effective. The more 
diverse the cultures, the more difficult the adaptation. 

,h„. ii t?ïied consu,taní must * Perceptive to significant cultural influences but 
should take care not to overemphasize the cultural differences. A successful 
consultant must generate the client's trust in him as a person as well as in his ability, 
and of course the consultant will not stress that he believes his own culture to be the 

The growth of economic development tends to bridge cuHural gaps and makes it 
easier for the international consultant to be effective. Along with economic 
development cultures will continue to draw closer, but they will not become entirely 
aUke It is relatively easy to adapt to superficial cultural differences, such as food and 
art, but more difficult to adjust to differences in values. It appears that it is easier to 
move from an old culture to a new one than the reverse. An important influence on 
the consultant s effectiveness is exerted by economic cultural values, which have a 
great dea of influence; and technological values, which have an important influence 
because they may create risks people are not willing to take when there is the 

*fl^ the conw,tant,s •* "—* «- ** 

adaptability, while the spiritual values influence the philosophy which determines 
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whether the adaptations will ho attempted. Knowledge of languages is valuable, but 
the desire to know and understand the new „ulture is the most valuable asset for the 
consultant. 

A manager's behavioural responsibility and his ability to apply the basic 
principles of management determines his calibre. A manager's philosophy of life 
greatly influences his method of operating. Lach must have his philosophy. The 
manager's environment has considerable influence on his actions. His cultural 
background and environment have a significant influence on his decision-making 
mechanism. The culture may vary within a region, country and state. 

Problems and perspectives on building a management consulting 
practice in developing countries 

A wide range of problems faces the management consultant in the context of the 
current environment. Most management consulting firms heve a basic problem of 
establishing their image and reputation in the client's eyes. 

Management consulting organizations can offer the following services to 
developing countries: productivity studies; organization and policy studies; feasibility 
studies; industrial development studies; diagnostic analyses and problem definition. 
The last two types are among the more important services that can he accomplished 
for international and national business firms. It is becoming moie and mot« 
important to have a bunding of consulting firms on an international hatte. 

The advantages of international consulting are many and varied, irrespective of 
the country of origin of the consultant. There are, however, some serious problems, 
for ex ample 

Oualitv control: Up to the age of 32, the consultant is willing to accept foreign 
assignments, and again after the age of 50. There is a tendency, therefore, for the 
best people to be kept in the home offke. 

Problems of obtaining reliable local information: Statatici may he misleading; 
information may be hard to find; local information may be hard to interpret. 

Consultants tend to try to solve problems as they would in their own countries. 

The lack of ability of local industrial concerns tu make use of consultants' 
services. Joint responsibilities and client invohremenà often help. 

The follow-up programme should be included in the origina contract; • return 
visit is advisable six month* and again one year after the consulting engagement 
is completed. 

The difficulty of adapting tu local culture, e.g. understanding the particular 
polite forms and manners of the local people 

The language difficulty. 

The difficulty of estimating the time needed to work with the beai staff and 
under the local conditions. 

The tax status of the consultant and local residency regulations. 

The espi/ dv corps of the consulting team as influencing the success of the 
assignment. 
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The problem of maintaining ob(ectivity and integrity on the foreign assignment 

Unless the consulting firm maintains long-term growth. ,t will not attiact the 
best staff nor the best clients. 

Foreign assignment makes it difficult for the consultant to readjust to i|k. |„uiie 
working environment and may. therefore, interni,)» lus long-range professional 
growth. ' 

The internatkmaJ consulting firm needs to become acquainted with the 
devebping regions and maintain a current knowledge of the regions The home office 
should keep in regular touch with its foreign branches and maintain continuous 
documentation on the living and working conditions in local areas 

Management science systems science and 
management consulting 

The importance of change in the development of management consultimi 
caprtMltty must be recognized. The growth of «fence in the twentieth century has 
been the sans of a tremendous change in the total environment and has" thus 
COBl!Zilet IO thf deve,0Pmênl of manafement. This same scientific growth hai 
provided the toon for improved management decision-making. This is fortunate 
became the problems facing manafement today are becoming increasingly complex 
and sophisticated. ^ 

The growth and development of the sciences has been influential in the 
application of the scientific method to broader aspects of social, economic, business 
and manafement problems. In considering the types of problems faced by 
manafement and the types of problems that manafement consultants must be 
capable of resolving, it is obvious that these problems again involve many different 
and yet interdependent facets Their resolution requires objective consideration of 
the multi-faceted problems in a mult ¿disciplinary approach that is defined as the 
systems approach. 

Essentially the systems approach involves the interaction of scientific, social, 
economic ami political aspects of the complete problem. It considers the total 
environment; it is deductive in nature and yet acuV orienied. In one sense it 
represents a pragmatic's scientific approach in that it is concerned with science for 
society s sake. The systems approach is based upon systems theory, which constats of 
an integrated body of knowledge concerned with the development of basic orienting 
and unifying concepts from the various disciplines of natural and social sciences. The 

system provides the central unifyinf concept for systems theory, white'systems" 
science provides the development methodology. The primary characteristics of 
syitems science are that it is action-oriented, utilises advanced technology, is 
apphcaWe to large, complex probten» and can deal effectively with large numbers of 
variables involving physical, social, economic, environmental and fiscal factors. The 
principal elements of systems science are: 

Systems analysis, which is concerned wi»h defining the problem and evaluating 
its consequences (benefits and penalties» associated with alternative solutions to 
the problem. 
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Systems engineering, which implements the preferred solution to the problem, 
including establishing the implementation schedules and costs; and 

Systems management, which controls the programme, the schedule and the cost. 
•'î?

V 

The di al potential of systems science and management science provides the 
competent and np-io-dafe management consultant with effective and powerful tools 
for the resolution of the current complex problems I iced by management. These 
tools basically permit responsible management to pose and answer the "What if.' " 
questions: "What if this decision were made? ". or "What if that decision were 
made?" This capability then permits management to assess the consequences of a 
particular set of decisions prior to taking the final decision. 

The role of Japan in international management consulting 

Ten to twenty years ago the management consulting services in Japan were 
primarily conducted by government extension offices and there were only a very 
small number of management consulting firms. While both types of services were 
extended to small business enterprises, the specialists in industrial engineering, 
quality control etc. provided consulting services to management in particular 
enterprises. This form of business counselling is gradually disappearing as the 
realization grows that tax-supported government services should not be limited to 
assisting only a few enterprises. While there is no clear distinction between 
government counsellors and private management consultants in the area of small and 
medium-size business, some private management consultants specialize in large 
companies. In the future most enterprises may be expected to require an integrated 
general management consulting service. 

International management consultants are continually faced with the problem of 
becoming familiar with the culture and background of the clients, particularly if the 
clients are residents of a developing country. The Japanese Productivity Center and 
several Japanese consulting agencies are devoting some consideration to this problem. 
While this is a controversial issue, certain recommended courses of action relative to 
international problem-solving are evolving, including the Knowing 

When a consultant is assigned to a programme m a country foreign to his 
background and experience, he should establish residence there for a period of 
three to four years in order to become integrated into the community. 

The consultant should not attempt to participate'in the programme to any major 
extent until he becomes familiar with the local customs and reasonably fluent in 
the local language. T!¡e consultant is expected to e^ parni this proficiency during 
the assignment 

Consideration should be given to obtaining a consultant from a country with 
similar cultural and social background The senior general management of the 
consulting agency should concern itself with identification of the types of 
special consultants required 

The question ot criteria for measuring the effectiveness of management 
consulting is critical to the success of any consulting venture. One simple criterion is 
the amount  ot resources  to be saved through effective management consulting. 
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However, even this simple, logical measurement implies tlie existence oí a basic 
reference Traine from which to measure the incremental amount of resources saved. 
Such a frame of reference requires m turn the development of a long-range plan 
based on analysis of the problem and evaluation of potential alternative solutions. 
Analysis of tins tvpe could normally be expected to be a part of the consulting 
services offered, thus placing the consultant in the position of evaluating the 
effectiveness of his own services. While this nuv appear desirable at first glance, it 
does raise the question of the objectivity of the services offered. 

Japan has established a Research Institute in International Management as a 
non-profit private company. An organization known as FIMCO (Federation of 
International Management Consulting Organizations) conducts training courses in 
Japan and invites other Asians to participate in Asian Productivity Courses. Members 
of FIMCO have at times advised other members on business opportunities that they 
themselves were in no position to handle. In response to a query, the author said that 
Japanese management consultants have not up to the piesent contributed much to 
the development of South-east Asia, in part because of the language barrier. 

To assist their clients. Japanese consultants have developed a computer-oriented 
business evaluation system that provides a fast response for the analysis of business 
problems with automatic computer plotting of the results. The most successful 
agencies maintain staffs of fewer than thirty consultants per office. However, some 
agencies operate offices in several cities. It was noted that some foreign international 
agencies had two to three thousand professionals. 

Management consulting in Europe 

Before management consultancy could develop, entrepreneurs had to become 
aware of management as an art. In most countries of Western Europe management 
consultancy bepn between the two world wars. By 1964, there were about b.OüO 
consultants in all of Western Europe. National associations of consultants were 
founded after the Second World War. In Scandinavia management consultancy has 
grown rapidly since then. Western European national consulting associations formed 
in I960 a union of European associations of general management consultants, 
FEACO(Federation Européenne des Associations de Conseils en Organisation. Paris). 

In several countries of Western Europe most consulting firms are under 
single ownership, while in others they are mainly under, artnership arrangement. In 
Scandinavia and Great Britain, consulting firms are nuinfv limited companies. 

In Eastern European countries the consulting institutions are official bu» 
self-sustaining, and there is a growing exchange of experience witii Western Europe. 
In Romania consultants tend to be trained for internal uw only ami are employed 
within a firm or by a group of firms. Moreover, consulting operation« tend to be 
directed towards ministries, trusts etc. In Czechoslovakia both external and internal 
consultants are employed and more are being trained. Witti respect tu group work in 
Eastern European countries, the clients arc receiving outside assistance, that « there 
is considerable interest and activity in these countries m »eking asmtance from 
consulting agencies located outside tlie area foreign consulting firms are also 
showing interest in assisting these countries. 

In most European countries management consultants tre working m all fields of 
management, i.e.  ipart from management consulting/»«r K, «heir activities include 
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the training of the client's stall, the organization of courses and seminars, the 
construction of tools and machinerv. editing and publishing and research. Most 
European Governments have operations and methods bureaux offering management 
consulting services to public institutions and training personnel for this purpose 

In most Western hiropean countries there is no governmental licensing of 
consultants: anyone who feels qualified to set himself up as a consultant mav do so. 
Consultants sometimes receive commissions in addition to their salaries. 

Most companies, and especially consulting engineers, e.g. in Austria and Denmark. 
require a university degree as qualification for a management consultant to be 
employed. In many European countries there are training courses for management 
consultants. Education in management sciences is offered by several universities (e.g. 
in Aachen, Berlin. Darmstadt. Cira/, Karlsruhe, Lisbon. Mannheim. Paris. Vienna and 
Zurich) and by several institutes toi advanced studies (e.g. INSEAD, Paris; IESE, 
Barcelona; IMEDE, Lausanne; and SIOO. Delft) 

Associations for management consultants have established codes of ethics and 
policies governing their work. The fees for consulting average from US S60 to $300 
per day. Public relations efforts vary widely: there are hardly any in Austria, the 
Federal Republic of Germany, Finland and Norway, but intensive public relations 
activities are associated with management consulting in Great Britain (advertising, 
publications, press comments, luncheon meetings, official contacts etc.). 

The prestige of management consultants is rising slowly. The most important 
clients are generally medium-size firms, though in some countries (e.g. Netherlands) 
big firms also s ek consulting services. 

Many consulting firms "export" their services. France, for example, has a 
considerable number of Latin American clients. The greatest foreign competition 
comes from United States consultants, who work increasingly in the Netherlands and 
Switzerland. Reputable foreign firms (both European and non-European) have 
subsidiaries in European countries, employing consultants both from the firm 
country and locally. There is very little co-operation between European and 
non-European consultants. 

Part of the work done by management consultants today will be done in the 
future by experts employed by the client firms. This loss of market will be 
compensated by new activities of management consulting firms, e.g. in the 
development of management techniques. The future management consultant is seen 
primarily as an assistant in developing special techniques. Future trends should also 
include improvement of professional standards, intensification of training courses, 
and European collaboration. 

The impact of the management technology gap on the development 
of management consultancy in Latin America 

The technology gap between the university personnel and the businessman 
occurs because of the difference in their interests and reward systems. The 
businessman is interested in solving operational problems, whereas the academician is 
interested in and has a need to publish papers. These different sets of value systems 
and reward mechanisms are the primary contributors to the gap. The generalized 
knowledge developed and/or documented at the university level requires a consultant 
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or someone bridging the gap who translates the generalized knowledge into practu.il 
applications. 

Technological change is the most powerful influence on «he business world 
today, and it poses many new problems for top management The demand for 
consultancy service stems from the growing burdens imposed on managers by these 
technological changes. 

In bridging these many gaps the consultant becomes a valuable resource to the 
businessman because of his skills and experience. A consultant who serves many 
clients often works with situations that may confront a given company only once in 
a decade. Therefore, the consultant develops a special talent and is able to maintain 
his expertise, lie is able to "keep up" in a technical speciality. From such broad 
experience he learns what problems to anticipate, what actions to take when 
obstacles occur, and what reactions to anticipate from the individuals involved. 

In addition to his broad experience, the professional consultant possesses 
valuable analytical sküls. Although he does not have a monopoly on analytical skills, 
it is his business »o know how to uncover the real issues of a problem and its 
underlying causes, determine the conditions of its solution, and the end results which 
are to be obtained. Thus, it is possible for a firm to obtain special talents without 
retaining the consultants beyond the period that is economic to the firm. 

A third basic value offered by the consultant is objectivity. Because of his 
independent position, a consultant can provide a candid evaluation of a firm that 
cannot be obtained from an employee within the firm The employees generally tell 
the boss what he wants to hear. The impartial viewpoint, free of personal interests, 
internal political loyalties and company traditions, is truly a valuable service. Often 
the consultant assumes the role of the "bad guy" and becomes the scapegoat for 
management. By such action he can take the "heat off of management. 

The impact of the management technology gap in developing countries, where 
the manager has had minimum exposure to scientific management techniques, is even 
greater than in developed countries, and the responsibility of the management 
consultant to help bridge the gap is accordingly greater. 

Joint-venture consulting projects are recommended, where foreign firms and 
local Latin American firms will join forces and provide the best opportunity for rapid 
development of skills and reliability in the field of con iltancy. The advantages of 
such collaboration are many, e.g.: 

The foreign firm can help Latin America to avoid the evolutionary stages of 
management technology and to avoid making the mistakes already made 
elsewhere, both in the management and operation of the consulting firm and in 
solution of the clients' problems. 

Those who are developing the management consultant structure wiü be able to 
obtain the best known state-of-the-art by "standing on the shoulders" of the 
present forerunners in the field. An example was noted in the Japanese coming 
to the United States Steel Company after the Second World War to leam where 
the United States steel industry stood so they could start from that point The 
advantage of this procedure is seen in the dynamic steel industry  in Japan 
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It is possible lo obtain torcigli expertise without the cost of foreign ownership. 

The foreign expert is permitted to teach the local consultant techniques to be 
applied by local people. Hie application of the technique must be modified by 
the conditions of the country and adapted to the local culture, weaving the new 
techniques into the fabric ot the local area with the purpose of developing new 
local skills. 

Management consulting in Chile 

SCI (Servicio de Cooperación Tecnica» is engaged in consulting programmes, as 
are the universities and other institutions that are in competition with the 
independent consulting firms. An estimated forty firms are engaged in the field of 
technological consulting in Chile and about ten in the administrative field Most 
large industrial linns have their own industrial engineering departments, staffed with 
personnel some of whom possess advanced degreesT^-^^^ 

WhUe both specialized skills and teamwork are ¡mpoì^tin management 
consulting, the opinion was expressed that in Chile at presentÌFÌfr^sanagement 
consulting market is too small for sophisticated methods, although tfeîNu 
recognized need for such methods. Currently, the generalist predominates in the* 
field. For the foreseeable future the greatest opportunity for management consulting 
exists in the public sector rather than the private sector. Small businesses, of which 
there arc some 30,000 in Chile, seem to prefer group consultancy, and most of these 
firms are served by SCT. (Small firms in Chile were defined bv the author as those 
with fewer than fifty working employees and with a capital of less than $30,000.) 

Management consultancy is generally concentrated in three areas. Most of the 
effort is in the financial field. Management consulting in the marketing area is 
increasing while the effort in the industrial engineering area is decreasing, the latter 
reflecting primarily the fact that the larger industrial firms have their own industrial 
engineering departments. Initially, private management consultants came from SCT, 
although the universities subsequently instituted courses in finance and cost analysis' 
At the present time the technical universities offer courses in management science, 
i.e. marketing, finance, industrial engineering etc. Consultants enrolled in these 
courses must be members of the Association of Engineers. 

The development of industrial consultancy in Colombia 

One of the most difficult tasks in Colombia is with the top management of the 
client firm. Expenence has shown that unless the top executives of the client firm are 
emotionally as well as intellectually involved, the consulting effort will not be 
successful. In many cases the executive will commit himself at the intellectual level 
but does not follow through in the practical aspects. In some cases a diagnostic 
approach is used to provide the top management with the tools (forms) to perform a 
self-analysis of self-diagnosis. The team approach is stressed, and a profile of 
organization is often used through which each executive must diagnose the centre of 
power or the source of authority. This exercise provides an awareness of group 
dynamics and gives the members of the team some perception of each other's jobs 
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Although feasibility studios arc usually made lo provide a bas.s loi (ho v lient t.» 
obtain liminomi a p:iit <d the problem is how luchang« IIK client s motivation from 
a need tor Imamm- |.. ., t,.vd lor uM.Miltmy abstain, in ( • -lombia. J.U ,,t emphasis 
is given to status and authority. In " I-group M ssious and sensitivity training, some 
executives led that ihen battis ma\ IK llnvatciK.il, su that the d. MI. d usults are noi 
obtained. 

FKIIt.i (loudaemn paia el lomento de la Invc-Migauwi. Cien ti Tica y 
Tecnologica) is a mm piuht diagnosi., Inn, i„ Colombia, supported h\ the national 
banks It performs a diagnostic guidante service loi mdustrs In m.ikim- a preliminary 
analysis of the problem, oí industrial lu ins .,ml identifying tlu consulting firms that 
can perform the required services. I he cost ot the diagnostic seivices are shared by 
the banks and the industrial firms. 

FKTTLC is currently preparing u study and register of consultants m Colombia 
which, when completed could be a significant part ol an integrated Latin American 
registry of consultants. Hie Colombian study and registry represents an attempt to 
identify skills, experience and types of firms, and to classily the work they are 
performing. Some CO consulting firms have been identified, 5 per cent of which 
were established in 1950; 10 per cent in |%<) and 8 S pei cent in 1%5. 
Approximately 12 firms are effectively doing management consulting About SO per 
cent of all the consulting work is in economic feasibility studies fur the purpose of 
justifying financial loans. Little true scientific management consulting is being done. 

The government demand for consulting has not been of major importance, and 
^omsulting firms have had little opportunity to work with large industrial firms. 

This ¡s>«nianly because these firms have large staffs who perform this work White 
these firms useì^Hwujtants. the consulting firms are usually given too short a time to 
do a good job and thus TaTHftloDO()r repute. 

The small and mediuin-si/c industri 
categories: 

Companies with no budget, no accounting system, no production plan and no 
production control: 

Companies possessing budgets, accounting systems, production plans and 
production control systems, but poorly organized so that their programmes, 
plans and systems are ineffective; and 

Companies better organized than those above, but ¿enerallv headed by poorly 
trained personnel. 

The study analyses the conditions in the industrial finns considered in Colombia 
such as the lack of good layout, the lack of valid studies for marketing and product 
development, poor production control or none at ail, and lack of quality and cost 
control systems. 

Consulting firms in Colombia have problems in finding experienced personnel 
and also suffer the normal problems of such firms in personnel training and high 
personnel turnover because many consultants join the operating firms. 

While the study being prepared by FICITEC is limited by the fact that only a 
relatively small percentage of the industrial firms can be serviced by management 
consultants, it is nevertheless opening doors for private consulting firms and 
performing a worth-while diagnostic service. This study is accomplishing in Colombia 
what UNIDO proposes should be done throughout Latin America. 

Aicems usually fail into three major 
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The development of a management consulting service 
for in ittstry in Uruguay 

While the climate tor private consultants was inappropriate three or four years 
ago, executives are increasingly aware of the need lor consulting assistance, with the 
result that several individual firms have been established in the past two or three 
years. Most consultants hick sufficient work, and lew of the consulting agencies have 
a very broad capability so that several firms must combine their professional 
capabilities to furnish consulting services in broad fields. 

The individual client firms, and groups of firms as well, request consulting 
assistance. Problems must be solved at the highest possible level the sectoral level if 
possible. Problems involving the detection of needs for improved technology in a 
given industry can be solved at a sectoral level where they can be considered on a 
more rational basis, assuming that adequate financing is available. Uruguay has a 
diagnostic service which takes problems to consulting firms and helps to analyse 
them. Such diagnoses are now being made, for example, in exporting. However, 
diagnostic services are generally not readily accepted at the present time. 

:   • 
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